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This Feature Article summarizes our efforts in developing a new family of foldamers from

a-, b- and c-aminoxy acids. From a series of conformational studies, we demonstrate that peptides

consisting of aminoxy acids adopt several well-defined secondary structures, such as a N–O turns

(which feature an eight-membered-ring hydrogen bond), b N–O turns (a nine-membered-ring

hydrogen bond), c N–O turns (a ten-membered-ring hydrogen bond), 1.88 helices (consecutive

homochiral a N–O turns), 7/8 helices (alternating a N–O turns and c-turns), 1.79 helices

(consecutive b N–O turns), reverse turns (consecutive heterochiral a N–O turns) and sheet-like

structures.

Introduction

The relationship between the structures and functions of

proteins is remarkable. In biological systems, most of the

interesting functions performed by proteins, such as molecular

recognition, electron transfer and catalysis, are related to

unique secondary and tertiary structures. Studies of the

structure–activity relationships (SAR) on small molecules

interaction with proteins have been instrumental to drug

development.

In recent years, studies of protein structures and their

functions have progressed rapidly so that the mechanisms of

many biological processes are now known. Chemists are

presently in a position to purposely design unnatural polymers

that fold into well-defined secondary structures that may

perform desired functions. Gellman1 used the term ‘‘folda-

mers’’ to describe polymers that have a strong tendency to

adopt specific, compact conformations. Several types of

foldamers have been developed in the past few years, including

peptidomimetic foldamers, single-stranded abiotic foldamers,

nucleotidomimetic foldamers and multistranded abiotic

foldamers.2

Naturally occurring peptides consisting of fewer than 10 amino

acid residues usually do not possess well-defined secondary

structures; in addition, they are susceptible to protease degrada-

tion. Peptidomimetic foldamers have been developed to achieve

better biostablities.1–5 As the most important models in

peptidomimetic foldamer chemistry, b-peptides have been

investigated and applied widely in biomolecular design.5

Unlike a-peptides, short b-peptides—even those with as few as

six residues—can fold into well-defined secondary structures,

such as helices, sheets and turns. Because b-peptides have

excellent stability toward proteases,6–8 they are widely used as

backbone-modified amino acids in drug design.

a-Aminoxy acids are analogs of b-amino acid in which the

b-carbon atom is replaced by an oxygen atom. Because of

repulsion between the lone pairs of electrons of the nitrogen

and oxygen atoms, the backbone of an a-aminoxy acid is more

rigid than that of b-amino acid.9 The aminoxy amide bond is

resistant to enzymatic degradation; therefore, a-aminoxy acids

have been explored as peptidomimetics in several studies.10 We

have investigated the novel secondary structures, including

turns and helices, that are adopted by a-aminoxy acids. In an

endeavor to expand the family of aminoxy acids, we have

also found that b- and c-aminoxy acids, which are analogs of c-

and d-amino acids, respectively, can form several well-defined

secondary structures. In the following sections, we provide brief

descriptions of these types of aminoxy acids, their peptides, and

their potential behavior as new class of foldamers.

New building blocks: monomers of aminoxy acids

The a N–O turn

The specific biological functions of a biomolecule are, in

general, closely related to its stable secondary structure; thus,

understanding the secondary structures of designed peptido-

mimetics is also of great theoretical and pharmaceutical

significance, and such studies of a-aminoxy acids are certainly

no exception. We have found that when an a-aminoxy acid is
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incorporated into a peptide backbone, it induces a strong

eight-membered-ring intramolecular hydrogen bond between

adjacent residues (the so-called a N–O turn).

Chiral a-aminoxy acids can be readily prepared from

a-amino acids in several steps. Testa et al.11 first reported a

systematic method for synthesizing chiral a-aminoxy acids, but

the optical purities of the a-aminoxy acids were not reported in

literature.10b In this method, the conversion of a-amino acids

to a-bromoacids proceeded with mainly retention at the

a-carbon atom, whereas nucleophilic displacement of bromide

generally followed an SN2 mechanism with an inversion of

configuration to give a-aminoxy acids. We used this method to

synthesize several D-a-aminoxy acids from natural L-amino

acids with overall yields of a-aminoxy esters about 36–55%

and the optical purities in the range of 92–94% determined by

HPLC analysis.12

We have reported a general method12,13 for the synthesis of

doubly protected chiral a-aminoxy acid monomers (Scheme 1).

The key step was a Mitsunobu reaction between N-hydroxy-

phthalimide and a-hydroxy tert-butyl ester, which introduced the

N–O segment of a-aminoxy acids and afforded the protected

a-aminoxy acids with an inversion of configuration at the

a-carbon. The overall yields for syntheses of a-aminoxy acids

were in the range of 36–56% and no purification was needed for

most of the steps. The optical purities of chiral a-aminoxy acids

were found to be 95–99% by HPLC analysis, which indicates that

very little or no racemization occurred in the synthesis of chiral

a-aminoxy acids. Furthermore, the N-terminal and C-terminal

protecting groups can be easily removed under basic and acidic

conditions, respectively. Shin et al.14 have synthesized a series of

optically active phthaloyl aminoxy acids with nonpolar and polar

side chains as building blocks for the preparation of diverse

a-aminoxy peptides from a-amino acids and a-hydroxy acids.

The C-terminal protecting group, in contrast to tert-butyl in our

method, is replaced by benzyl.

The detailed conformational features of oligomers contain-

ing a-aminoxy acids were originally investigated within our

group.15 Similar to the b-amino acid oligomers, in theory there

are several possible intramolecular hydrogen bonds formed

within an a-aminoxy acid oligomer. Theoretical calculations

on diamide 1 suggest that its most favorable conformation is

the rigid eight-membered-ring hydrogen-bonded structure 1a

(Fig. 1). The hydrogen bond in 1a is strong, as indicated by the

short O…H distance and the near linearity of the O…H–N

bond angle. This calculated conformation was confirmed

through X-ray crystallography to occur in the solid-state

structure of diamide 2a, which displays a right-handed N–O

turn having an /NOCaCo dihedral angle of +78.4u (Fig. 2).13

Scheme 1 Reagents and conditions: i, NaNO2, H2SO4, H2O, 80–95%;

ii, AcCl, reflux, 95%; iii, DCC, t-BuOH, DMAP, CH2Cl2, 75–90%; iv,

K2CO3, MeOH, H2O, 85–98%; v, N-hydroxyphthalimide, DIAD,

PPh3, THF, 69–83%. R = CH2CH(CH3)2, CH3, CH2Ph, CH(CH3)2,

CH(CH3)CH2CH3.

Fig. 1 Structures of a-aminoxy amide 1. The values of Grel

(kcal mol21) were calculated using the HF/6-31G* (MP2/6-31G*)

and [HF/6-31G* CHCl3 solvation] models. Reprinted with permission

from reference 15. Copyright 1996 American Chemical Society.
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The conformations of a-aminoxy diamides 2a–e in nonpolar

solvents were firmly established using a combination of

experimental techniques.12,13

FTIR Spectra of the diamides were recorded at very low

concentrations so that intermolecular hydrogen bonds were

unlikely to form. These IR spectra displayed absorptions for

both free (non-hydrogen-bonded) and hydrogen-bonded ami-

noxy amide N–H stretches, indicating that these compounds

exist predominantly in the intramolecular hydrogen-bonded

conformations. In our 1H NMR spectroscopic studies of the

a-aminoxy diamides, we used two methods to characterize the

intramolecular hydrogen bonds. The first was 1H NMR

spectroscopic dilution, to determine the concentration depen-

dence of the chemical shifts of the amide protons.16 The second

was titration with DMSO-d6, i.e., the gradual addition of a

strong hydrogen-bond acceptor to a dilute solution of the

a-aminoxy diamide in non-hydrogen-bonding solvent (e.g.,

CDCl3).17 Our 1H NMR spectroscopic chemical shift data for

2a–e suggest that the N-terminal protons of the diamides are

solvent-accessible, whereas the C-terminal ones are hydrogen

bonded intramolecularly. The two-dimensional rotating-frame

Overhauser effect (2D-ROESY) spectrum of 2a in Fig. 2

suggests that a strong nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE) exists

between the NHa and CaH groups, but only a weak NOE

between the NHb and CaH groups, indicating that this

compound adopts a folded structure that agrees well with its

crystal structure (Fig. 2).

We have used the circular dichroism (CD) exciton coupling

method18 to determine the handedness of the chiral a N–O

turns. The CD spectra of diamides 2a–e (D-configuration),

which feature different side chains, displayed strong positive

exciton coupling with nearly the same maxima and minima

(Fig. 3), indicating that, in the D-configuration, our designed

diamides all adopt right-handed a N–O turn structures,

irrespective of the nature of their side chains.

The formation of the a N–O turn was independent of side

chain variation; the orientation of the a N–O turn was

determined solely by the configuration of the a-carbon atom.

Thus, by changing the chirality of the a-carbon atom from the

D configuration to the L configuration, the a N–O turn can be

switched from a right-handed to a left-handed structure. Fig. 4

shows the solid-state structures of a pair of a N–O turns, in

which their backbones are mirror image of each other. The

side-chain-independence of these a N–O turn structures

Fig. 2 Solid-state structure of 2a and a summary of the NOEs

observed for 2a (5 mM in CDCl3); s, strong NOE; w, weak NOE.

Fig. 3 (a) Positive chirality corresponds to the positive dihedral angle

/NOCaCO in the right-handed turn. (b) CD spectra of diamides 2a–e

(0.75 mM) in CH2Cl2.

Fig. 4 Solid-state structures of the right-handed a N–O turn and the

left-handed a N–O turn.
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indicates that these systems are subjected to backbone-based

control. These results allow us to construct well-defined

secondary structures using a variety of side chains.

The b N–O turn

In our search for novel foldamers, we investigated the behavior

of b-aminoxy acids, i.e., structures in which an oxygen atom

has replaced the c-carbon atom of c-amino acids. Relative to

the a-aminoxy acids, the b-aminoxy acids possess an extra

carbon atom in their backbone and, thus, provide a greater

variety of substitution patterns for their peptides and many

opportunities to modulate their hydrogen bonding. Similar to

b-amino acids,6,19 b-aminoxy acids can be divided into several

subclasses according to their backbone substitution patterns.

From our studies of diamides of b2,2-, b3- and b2,3-aminoxy

acids, we found that, despite their greater flexibility when

compared with those of a-aminoxy acids, most of these

diamides adopt a rigid b N–O turn, featuring a nine-

membered-ring hydrogen bond between adjacent residues,

when incorporated into peptide backbones.

b2,2-Aminoxy acid20 was the first member in the family of

b-aminoxy acids that we studied. The crystal structure of

diamide 3 revealed a nine-membered-ring hydrogen bond

between the CLOi and NHi+2 groups; the structure was

stabilized further by another six-membered-ring hydrogen

bond between the NHi+2 and NOi+1 groups. The N–O bond

was positioned anti to the Ca–Cb bond with an /NOCbCa

dihedral angle of 172u (Fig. 5(a)). In the solid state, four

diamide 3 molecules formed a cyclic ring with four inter-

molecular hydrogen bonds between them. The C-terminal free

carbonyl and N-terminal free amide NH units of one molecule

of 3 were hydrogen bonded to two adjacent molecules. This

molecules’ ability to form hydrogen bonds is fully utilized

(Fig. 5(b)).

We used 2D NMR spectroscopy studies to confirm that the

b N–O turn structure of diamide 3 exists in CDCl3 also. The

NOE pattern (medium NOEs between the NHi and CbHi

protons, but strong NOEs between the NHi+1 and CbHi

protons) observed in the 2D NOESY spectrum of 3 matched

that predicted from the X-ray crystallographic structure.

Diamides of b3-aminoxy acids can adopt two different types

of b N–O turns depending on the sizes of their side chains.21

The expected b N–O turns involving a nine-membered-ring

hydrogen bond between the CLOi and NHi+2 units, which are

stabilized further by another six-membered-ring hydrogen

bond between the NHi+2 and NOi+1 units, are observed in the

crystal structures of both diamides 4 and 5 (Fig. 6). There are,

however, significant differences between these b N–O turns. In

diamide 4 (Fig. 6(a)), the N–O bond of the b N–O turn is

positioned anti to the Ca–Cb bond, having a dihedral angle h of

167.2u; the H…H distance between the NHa and CbH units is

3.11 Å, which is longer than that between the NHb and CbH

units (2.34 Å). The torsional angles of 4 are comparable to

those of the b2,2-aminoxy peptide 3 (Fig. 5), but are distinctly

different from those of 5, in which the N–O bond is gauche to

the Ca–Cb bond with a dihedral angle h of 70.4u. The H…H

distance between the NHa and CbH units in the solid-state

structure of 5 (ca. 2.7 Å) is shorter than that between the NHb

and CbH units (ca. 3.9 Å; Fig. 6(b)). 2D NOESY studies of

diamides 4 and 5 revealed conformations in nonpolar solvents

that are consistent with those observed in the solid state. The

NOE pattern observed for 4 is distinctly different from that of

5 (Fig. 6). In particular, the NOE between protons Hb and Hb

of 4 was stronger than that between Ha and Hb (Fig. 6(c)). In

contrast, for 5 we observed a slightly stronger NOE between

Ha and Hb than that between Hb and Hb (Fig. 6(d)). We were

interested in further understanding the specific residue-based

changes that bring about this conformational switch.

Theoretical calculations on a series of model diamides of b3-

aminoxy acids rationalized our experimental results very well.

In general, a bulky substituent destabilizes the anti conforma-

tion because of greater crowding of the substituents.

Gellman et al. used cyclic ring-constrained b-amino acids,

which are conformationally rigidified residues exhibiting

constrained rotation about their Ca–Cb bonds, to construct

b-peptides having well-defined conformations.22–34 They

found that the ring size of the side chain of a b-peptide has a

significant effect on its secondary structures. The b-peptides of

cyclohexane-containing amino acids prefer to form 14-helix

structures, while those of cyclopentane-containing amino acids

favor 12-helix formation; these conformations result from the

Fig. 5 (a) Solid-state structure and (b) solid-state packing pattern of

diamide 3. Part (a) reprinted with permission from reference 20.

Copyright 2002 American Chemical Society.
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different torsional preferences of the Ca–Cb bonds in the rings

of the individual residues.23,35 To investigate whether this

‘‘ring-size effect’’ applies in our b-aminoxy acids, we explored

the conformational features of the b2,3-cyclic aminoxy acids, a

subclass of b-aminoxy acids in which the a- and b-carbon

atoms comprise part of an aliphatic ring (either a cyclopentane

or cyclohexane unit).36 Fig. 7 indicates that the most stable

conformations of 6 and 7 that we obtained through theoretical

calculations were the b N–O turn structures. To maintain the

intramolecular hydrogen bonds of the b N–O turns, the

torsional angle h must be adjusted to compensate for changes

in the torsional angle w caused by the different ring sizes. The

2D NOESY spectra exhibit very similar NOE patterns for

diamides 8 and 9: weak NOEs exist between the NHi and CbHi

protons, but strong NOEs exist between the NHi+1 and CbHi

protons (Fig. 8). Moreover, these NOE patterns agree well

with the corresponding distances between protons in the b

N–O turns of the calculated structures of 6 and 7. This

correlation suggests that, although the ring size of the side

chain varies from five to six atoms, diamides 8 and 9 adopt

similar b N–O turn structures in solution, in contrast to

Gellman’s finding for b-peptides. Furthermore, the solid-state

structure of 9, obtained through X-ray crystallography,

revealed a b N–O turn structure in which the N–O bond is

anti to the Ca–Cb bond with an /NOCaCb dihedral angle of

172u (Fig. 9). This structure is similar to the b N–O turns

observed in the diamides of b2,2-aminoxy acid.

Fig. 6 Solid-state structures of diamides (a) 4 and (b) 5 and a summary of the NOEs observed in (c) 4 and (d) 5 in CDCl3 or CD2Cl2; s, strong

NOE; w, weak NOE. Reprinted with permission from reference 21(a). Copyright 2004 American Chemical Society.

Fig. 7 Lowest energy conformations in the calculated structures of 6

and 7. Reproduced from reference 36 with permission of Wiley.

Fig. 8 Summary of NOEs observed for compounds 8 and 9 in CDCl3
(s, strong NOE; w, weak NOE).
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The c N–O turn

To expand the family of aminoxy acid residues and to test the

ability of other aminoxy acids to form local intramolecular

hydrogen bonds, we have also begun to explore the

conformational properties of c-aminoxy acids,37 which belong

to the d-peptide family. b-Turns of tetrapeptide fragments are

common structural features of proteins and, thus, it is not

surprising that much activity in the d-peptide family has been

aimed at creating b-turn mimics.2,38–41 To restrict the more

flexible backbone of c-aminoxy acids, initially we examined

the effect of incorporating a c-phenyl substituent. X-Ray

crystallographic structural analysis of diamide 10 revealed a

b-turn mimic: a c N–O turn, featuring an intramolecular 10-

membered-ring hydrogen bond between the CLOi and NHi+2

units (Fig. 10(a)). The hydrogen bond distance (O…H) is

2.07 Å and the Cc–O bond is positioned gauche to the Ca–Cb

bond with a /CaCbCcO dihedral angle of 69u. In the 2D

NOESY spectrum of 10 in CDCl3, the NOE signal between

regular amide N–H and c-H protons indicates a folded

backbone consistent with that observed in the solid-state

structure of 10 (Fig. 10(b)). 1H NMR spectroscopic data also

supports the existence of an intramolecular hydrogen bond

between the N–H and CLO groups on the two ends of the

molecule, suggesting a preference for this secondary structure

in solution.

New foldamers: oligomers of aminoxy acids

As we have discussed above, the monomers of a-, b- and

c-aminoxy acids exhibit several kinds of rigid conformations

(the a, b and c N–O turns, respectively). We were interested in

utilizing these novel building blocks to construct peptides

having more-diverse secondary structures. Given our focus on

oligomers of aminoxy acids, in the following discussion we

focus on the structural features of oligomers of aminoxy acids.

Helices

a-Aminoxy acids can induce a N–O turn in diamides. The

chiral a N–O turn structure is determined by the chirality of

the a-carbon atom and is independent of the nature of the side

chain. We reasoned that for homochiral oligomers of

a-aminoxy acids, eight-membered-ring intramolecular hydro-

gen bonds should exist between adjacent residues and that

these consecutive homochiral a N–O turns should lead to

helical structures. Quantum mechanics calculation of the

oligomers of homo-D-a-aminoxy acids were performed by

Wu et al.42 The calculated structures of tetramer 11 reveal that

its lowest-energy conformation both in the gas phase and in

solution contain four consecutive right-handed a N–O turns,

i.e., it has a helical structure (Fig. 11). The calculated

structures reveal several unique features. (1) The backbones

of the oligomers of homo-D-a-aminoxy acids form right-

handed helical structures, with consecutive eight-membered-

ring hydrogen bonds (a N–O turns). The intramolecular

hydrogen bonds are lined up along the helical axis with O…H–

N angles of ca. 157u. (2) The side chains of the oligomers

alternate on opposite sides of the helix with a distance of 6.5 Å

between the groups at the i and i + 2 positions, a pattern that is

reminiscent of the twisted parallel b-sheets found in proteins.

(3) The amide carbonyl group at the i + 2 position is twisted by

+50u from the one at the i position; this arrangement suggests a

1.88 helix or a twisted 28 helix with two residues per helical

turn.

We performed conformational studies on the oligomers of

homo-D-a-aminoxy acids in nonpolar solvents using NMR, IR

and CD spectroscopic methods.12,13 The IR and 1H NMR

Fig. 9 Solid-state structure of diamide 9.

Fig. 10 (a) Solid-state structure of diamide 10. (b) Summary of NOEs

observed for diamide 10 in CDCl3. Reprinted with permission from

reference 37. Copyright 2004 American Chemical Society.

Fig. 11 Calculated structure of 11. Reprinted with permission from

reference 13. Copyright 1999 American Chemical Society.
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spectra suggest that in each oligomer, except for the

N-terminal one, the amide NH group at the i + 2 position is

hydrogen bonded intramolecularly to the carbonyl oxygen

atom at the i position. In agreement with the results of the

theoretical calculation, we observed strong NOEs between the

NHi and CaHi protons, but weak NOEs between the NHi+1

and CaHi protons; this pattern is similar to that of the

diamides (Fig. 2). The helical conformation was further

confirmed through the X-ray crystallographic analysis of

triamide 12 (Fig. 12).43 Helix formation in biopolymers is

generally length-dependent, with a significant degree of helix

formation occurring only after a critical chain length has been

reached.5 In organic solvents, natural a-peptides require ca.

10–12 residues to form stable helices and at least six residues

are needed for b-peptides. In contrast, we observed helical

structures in oligomers of a-aminoxy acids as short as dimers;

such structures represent the shortest helices ever found. This

discovery opens up an opportunity to design relatively short

peptides, which have functionalized side chains, to simulate

natural a-peptides interaction with proteins.

Fig. 13 indicates that the CD curve of monomer 13a is

featureless because it did not possess a defined secondary

structure. Dipeptide 13b exhibited a slightly weak CD

absorption because it only contains one N–O turn. The CD

curves of the oligomers 13c–e were almost superimposable—a

maximum at 195 nm, a minimum at 225 nm, and a zero

crossing in the range of 212–222 nm—indicating the absence of

a significant positive cooperative effect. It seems that once the

length satisfies the smallest helix, as in the case of tripeptide

13c, elongation of the peptide does not provide extra stability

to the helical conformation. The similar CD absorptions of

tetramers 13d and 13f, which possess different side chains,

suggest that the helix formation is independent of the nature of

the side chain; i.e., helix formation from peptides of a-aminoxy

acids is controlled by the nature of the backbone.

c-Turns, which are reversed-turn secondary structures found

in proteins, are formed by a 3 A 1 hydrogen bond between the

CLO group of amino acid residue i and the NH group of

amino acid residue i + 2.44–46 Although c-turns are observed

less frequently than b-turns in proteins,46 they play important

roles in biological recognitions.47–50 It is challenging to

investigate the roles of c-turns in protein–peptide recognition,

however, because they seldom exist in short, linear peptides. In

an exploration of the conformations of hybrid peptides

containing a-amino acids and a-aminoxy acids, we demon-

strated that in peptides of alternating D-a-amino acids and

L-a-aminoxy acids, the seven-membered-ring intramolecular

hydrogen bond, i.e., c-turn, is initiated by a following a N–O

turn. Thus, a novel 7/8 helical structure is induced in this type

of peptide.51

Conformational studies, performed using NMR, FT-IR

and CD spectroscopic techniques, suggested that oligomers

14b, 14d and 14e form N–O turns and c-turns simulta-

neously in solution—even in a protic solvent, methanol.

Fig. 14(a) displays the CD spectra of compounds 14a–e in

Fig. 12 Solid-state structure of diamide 12.

Fig. 13 CD spectra of compounds 13a–f in 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol.
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trifluoroethanol after normalizing for the concentration and

the number of aminoxy acid residues. Peptide 14c exhibited a

CD curve that is unlike those of the other peptides, possibly

because the c-turn between the C-terminal NH unit and the

CLO group of the aminoxy acid residue of 14c was not formed,

as revealed by 1H NMR spectroscopy. The CD curves of

oligomers 14d and 14e were almost superimposable—a

maximum at 227 nm, a minimum at 195 nm, and a zero

crossing at 211 nm—suggesting that oligomers 14d and 14e

adopt the same type of secondary structure: a novel mixed 7/8

helix. The CD curves of peptides 14a–e in methanol (Fig. 14(b))

display similar patterns and intensities as those recorded in

2,2,2-trifluoroethanol, suggesting that the mixed 7/8 helix

remains unchanged in methanol.

The structure of this novel 7/8 helical conformation was

further confirmed from theoretical calculations. For example,

the most stable conformation of tripeptide 15 features an

alternating a N–O turn and c-turn structure (Fig. 15). In the

alanine residue, the a-methyl group occupies an equatorial

position, which is characteristic of an inverse c-turn. The

Ca–Cb bonds of the aminoxy acid residues are aligned anti to

the N–O bonds.

Helical structures are also observed in oligomers of

b-aminoxy acids. Fig. 16(a) presents the well-defined helical

conformation found in the solid-state structure of dipeptide 16,

which comprises b2,2-aminoxy acids.20 The helix was

composed from two consecutive nine-membered-ring

intramolecular hydrogen bonds, i.e., two b N–O turns. The

lengths of the hydrogen bonds between the NHi+2 and OLCi

units were 1.93 Å for the first b N–O turn and 2.29 Å for the

second. The shorter NH…OLC distance in the former turn

reflects the higher acidity of an aminoxy amide NH group

relative to that of a common amide NH unit. Similar to the

structure of diamide 3, each of the b N–O turns of 16 featured

an N–O bond aligned anti to the Ca–Cb bond; their /NOCbCa

Fig. 14 CD spectra of compounds 14a–e recorded at 25 uC in (a) 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol and (b) methanol.

Fig. 15 Calculated most-stable conformation of tripeptide 15 in

CH2Cl2. Reprinted with permission from reference 51. Copyright 2003

American Chemical Society.
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dihedral angle are similar (170 and 174u). The amide carbonyl

group at position i + 2 was twisted by +65.9u from that at

position i, suggesting a novel 1.79 helix. Similar to the 1.88

helices found in peptides of D-a-aminoxy acids, the side chains

were projected laterally from the axis of the helix, but, in

contrast, the distance between the a-carbon atoms at the i and i

+ 2 positions of the 1.79 helix was longer (7.1 Å) than that

found in the 1.88 helix (6.3 Å). In the solid state, when

compared with b2,2-aminoxy diamide 3 (Fig. 5(b)), one

molecule of compound 16 formed two intermolecular hydro-

gen bonds with two adjacent molecules in a linear fashion

(Fig. 16(b)). A similar 1.89 helical structure, composed from

two consecutive b N–O turns, was also observed in the solid

state for a tripeptide 17, which comprises b2,3-cyclic aminoxy

acids (Fig. 17).36 In the first N–O turn, the length of the O…H

hydrogen bond between the CLOi and NHi+2 units is 1.93 Å,

which again reflects the relatively higher acidity of aminoxy

amide protons. In the second N–O turn, the O…H hydrogen

bond distance between the CLOi+1 and NHi+3 units (2.07 Å) is

shorter than that present in 9 (2.20 Å), indicating that

hydrogen bonding is enhanced upon increasing the number

of N–O turns; i.e., a cooperative effect exists.

Because there are two types of b N–O turns induced by

b3-aminoxy acids, we used dipeptides 18 and 19,21 which have

small (methyl) and large (isobutyl) side chains, respectively, to

probe the effect that the side chain has on the helical

conformation of a b3-aminoxy peptide. 1H NMR, FT-IR

and CD spectroscopy studies of 18 and 19 in nonpolar solvents

all suggest that the helical structures possess two nine-

membered-ring hydrogen bonds, i.e., two consecutive b N–O

turns. Interestingly, we observed two different NOE patterns

for dipeptides 18 and 19 (Fig. 18) that are analogous to those

observed in the b N–O turns of diamides 4 and 5 (Fig. 6).

Therefore, two types of b N–O helices constructed from two

types of b N–O turns are dominant in 18 and 19. The N–O

bond is aligned anti to the Ca–Cb bond in 18, which features

methyl side chains, but it is gauche in 19, which possesses

isobutyl side chains.

Reverse turns

b-Turns, in which peptide backbones reverse their directions,

are common secondary structures of peptides.52–55 We are

interested in constructing reverse turns using aminoxy acids as

building blocks. We have established that a D-a-aminoxy acid

induces a right-handed a N–O turn and its L-enantiomer leads

to a left-handed a N–O turn.13,15 While oligomers of

homochiral a-aminoxy acids adopt an extended helical

structure (1.88 helix),13 we were interested in exploring the

conformational features of oligomers of heterochiral a-ami-

noxy acids. Our theoretical calculations revealed that a loop-

like conformation was the most stable structure of dipeptide

20, which consists of two heterochiral a-aminoxy acids, while a

helical structure was dominant for dipeptide 21, which

contains homochiral a-aminoxy acids (Fig. 19).56 The calcula-

tions were confirmed by the solid-state structure of dipeptide

22, in which two heterochiral a N–O turns were characterized

Fig. 16 (a) Solid-state structure and (b) solid-state packing pattern of tripeptide 16. Part (a) reprinted with permission from reference 20.

Copyright 2002 American Chemical Society.

Fig. 17 Solid-state structure of tripeptide 17.

Fig. 18 Summary of NOEs observed in dipeptides 18 and 19 in

CDCl3 or CD2Cl2 (s, strong NOE; w, weak NOE).
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by short NH…OLC distances and ideal N–H…O angles

(Fig. 20). The conformation of 22 in CDCl3 was determined

from 2D NOESY experiments. The NOE pattern of 22 was

similar to that observed in the spectrum of two consecutive

homochiral a N–O turns; i.e., 22 has a conformational

preference for two consecutive a N–O turns in solution.12,13

We used this loop segment to constrain the tetrapeptides 23

and 24 in the form of a reverse-turn structure. 1H NMR

spectroscopic dilution and DMSO-d6 addition experiments

and 2D-NOESY data indicated that the tetrapeptides 23 and

24 folded into reverse-turn conformations that featured head-

to-tail 16-membered-ring intramolecular hydrogen bonds.56

Shin et al. have also reported b-turn mimics prepared using

a-aminoxy acids.57 They designed and characterized the

a-aminoxy tripeptide 25, which consists of an oxanipecotic

acid dimer and an a-aminoxy acid. Conformational studies in

solution, performed using FT-IR and NMR spectroscopy,

suggested that this compound adopts a loop conformation

with consecutive a N–O turn and b turn-like structures.

Theoretical calculations of the structure of tripeptide 25

supported these conformational features and agreed well with

the NOE data (Fig. 21).

Sheets

In the course of our conformational studies into the oligomers

of a-aminoxy acids, we found that the conformation of

tripeptide 26 in the solid state was different from that existing

in solution. Solution-phase 1H NMR and 2D ROESY studies

on tripeptide 26 suggested that it adopts a helical conforma-

tion with two consecutive N–O turns. The X-ray crystal-

lographic analysis of tripeptide 26 indicated, however, that no

intramolecular hydrogen bond formed; instead, the molecule

adopted a more-extended conformation, akin to that of an

arched b-strand (Fig. 22).43 The amide bonds lay in the plane

of the b-strand and the backbone bulged up and down,

Fig. 20 (a) Solid-state structure of dipeptide 22. (b) Summary of

NOEs observed in 22 in CDCl3 (s, strong NOE; w, weak NOE).

Reprinted in part with permission from reference 56. Copyright 2003

American Chemical Society.

Fig. 21 (a) Energy-minimized structure of 25. (b) Summary of NOEs

observed in 25 in CDCl3. Reprinted with permission from reference 57.

Copyright 2003 American Chemical Society.

Fig. 19 Calculated most-stable conformations of 20 and 21.

Fig. 22 Antiparallel sheet structure in the packing of tripeptide 26 in

the solid state.
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directing the side chains above and below the plane of the

b-strand. The distance between the side chains at the i and i + 2

positions was 6.34 Å, quite close to the distances found in

parallel b-sheet structures of a-peptides. In this special

b-strand, all of the amide groups were involved in inter-

molecular hydrogen bonding in an antiparallel fashion

(Fig. 22). Each residue had a gauche NO–CaC(LO) torsion

angle and the carbonyl groups were oriented in an antiparallel

manner, resulting in a sheet with no net dipole. In contrast to

the antiparallel b-sheets of a-peptides, the sheet conformation

of 26 in the solid state featured consecutive 12- and 16-

membered-ring hydrogen bonds. The fact that tripeptide 26

has a helical conformation in solution, but adopts an

antiparallel sheet conformation in the solid state, serves as

an example to show that the solid-state structure of a molecule

does not always reflect its conformation in solution.58

Such sheet-like structures were also observed in the solid-

state structures of peptides of b3-aminoxy acids.21 The

conformation of dipeptide 18 in the solid state led to more-

extended parallel sheet-like structures stabilized through

intermolecular hydrogen bonds (Fig. 23). In these extended

conformations, all of the amide groups are involved in

intermolecular 16-membered-ring hydrogen bonding in a

parallel fashion. According to the theoretical calculations,

the extended conformers of b3-aminoxy acids are less stable

than are bent ones (b N–O turns), but the difference in energy

between the two is not too great. For dipeptide 18, which has

small side chains, it is possible that van der Waals interactions

between the protecting groups at both the C- and N-termini

result in the sheet structures being more favorable in the solid

state, i.e., when the molecules are packed at exceedingly ‘‘high

concentration.’’

Cyclic peptides

In addition to our studies of linear peptides, we have also

prepared and characterized two cyclic hexapeptides containing

a-aminoxy acids.59,60 Fig. 24 presents the calculated lowest-

energy conformation of model compound 27, which comprises

DL-a-aminoxy acids. The intramolecularly hydrogen bonded

cyclopeptide adopts a bracelet-like conformation with con-

secutive a N–O turns; the a protons of all of the residues point

inward and the side chains decorate two edges of the ring (all

of the D-aminoxy acid side chains are located on one side of

the bracelet, with all of the L-aminoxy acid side chains on the

other).59 This conformation makes 27 quite polar on the inside

of the bracelet, but nonpolar on its external surface. Instead of

forming consecutive a N–O turns, a similar conformation,

featuring alternating a N–O turns and c turns, was induced

in the cyclic hexapeptide 28, which is composed of alternating

D-a-aminoxy acids and D-a-amino acids (Fig. 25).60

Conclusion and outlook

Since we first published—almost ten years ago—our studies of

the secondary structures induced by a-aminoxy acids, a

surprisingly large number of well-defined secondary structures

have been discovered within the family of aminoxy acids.

Because of their rigid conformations, aminoxy acids are

Fig. 23 Parallel sheet structure found the packing of dipeptide 18 in

the solid state. Reprinted in part with permission from reference 21(a).

Copyright 2004 American Chemical Society.

Fig. 24 Calculated lowest-energy conformation of the cyclic hexa-

peptide 27. Reprinted with permission from reference 59. Copyright

2002 American Chemical Society.

Fig. 25 Calculated lowest-energy conformation of the cyclic hexa-

peptide 28. Reproduced from reference 60 with permission of Wiley.
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versatile building blocks with which to construct peptidomi-

metic foldamers. Peptidomimetics that adopt well-defined

secondary structures in buffers or in polar solvents to mimic

natural peptide–protein interactions are interesting in drug

discovery. Our current studies are, therefore, concentrated on

design and synthesis of aminoxy peptides with functional side

chains and characterization of their secondary structures in

polar solvents and buffers. Considering their biological

stability towards proteases, aminoxy peptides that adopt

well-defined secondary structures—with their functional side

chains positioned appropriately—are expected to have the

potential to simulate natural a-peptides, i.e., to bind to

target receptors and proteins. We believe that further research

in this field will lead to potential applications for these systems

in the design of pharmaceuticals, materials and molecular

devices.
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